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The Dirt
Digging up the truth to keep your hands clean!

What half ogress professional from
the Guilded Cage and member of
the Dymoran church was seen
leaving a certain halfling bards
residence well after the time good
citizens are asleep? What do her
other suitors think of this dalliance
with a halfling?
Have your seen the meteor in the
southern sky? How could you miss
it? According to a well-placed
source, several of the local clergy
and nobles are worried about what
it may bring and are looking for
ways to escape the city quickly,
without magic. What does this
mean for the average person? Once
again it will the average person left
to bear the worst of the potential
disaster.
According to one of our
informants, the servants from the
former House Pelligari walked out
of the place with more than their
ending wages. Some family
heirlooms now grace the shelves of
the Commoners District’s residents.

When is a wizard not a wizard?
When LoTS is involved. It
seems that a well-known
member of the Diamond
Legion has been spending long
hours at LoTS in the special
training areas that is reserved
for wizards only. Not even
sorcerers are allowed in there,
yet this sword swinger is in
there for hours without
supervision. What is he up to
and why can he get the rules
bent when others more
qualified can’t?
Is it just us or do you also
wonder why there is so much
bureaucracy involved in getting
into the Amthydorian library?
What is being hidden in there?
Are they trying to keep the
common folk of the
Protectorate ignorant? What
can we do to make the powers
that be realize that all citizens
have rights, not just ones with
large amounts of money?
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